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Why an X-ray perspective?

Data from O’Sullivan et al. 2001

E input
from SNe

E required
to unbind gas

Three key features…

1. Bright end slope - mass, AGN

2. Faint end slope - SNe

3. Critical luminosity - mass at 
which SNe winds dominate 
over AGN and gravitational 

processes

 …can test feedback models
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Herschel [C II]  (100 K) observations of
8 nearby ‘red and dead’ giant

elliptical galaxies

Parent Sample: The 18 optically and 
X-ray brightest nearby galaxies

Credit NASA

Cold and hot gas in elliptical galaxies

Stellar mass:
X-ray gas mass:

Whilst these galaxies lack SF 6/8 systems 
have extended ionized gas detections
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6/8 galaxies have cold gas and same 6/8 have ionized gas
Cold gas morphology and kinematics similar to ionized gas

2298 N. Werner et al.

Figure 4. Left-hand panels: maps of the integrated [C II] line flux in units of 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2 per 6 arcsec × 6 arcsec spaxel obtained with Herschel PACS for
NGC 4636, NGC 5044, NGC 5813 and NGC 5846. Central panels: the velocity distribution of the [C II] emitting gas, in units of km s−1, relative to the systemic
velocity of the host galaxy. Right-hand panels: map of the velocity dispersion, σ , of the [C II] emitting gas. Contours of the Hα+[N II] emission are overlaid.

Assuming the cold ∼100 K [C II] emitting gas is in thermal pres-
sure equilibrium with the surrounding hot X-ray emitting plasma,
it will presumably form filaments with densities ∼104 cm−3 and
small volume filling fractions. As discussed in Fabian et al. (2003,

2008, 2011) and Werner et al. (2013), the emission-line filaments are
likely to consist of many strands that have small volume filling frac-
tions but large area covering factors. The soft X-ray emission that is
always associated with filaments in cool-core clusters (Sanders &
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Cold gas in giant ellipticals 2299

Figure 5. Same as Fig. 4, but for NGC 6868 and NGC 7049.

Figure 6. 2D map of the hot gas pressure (in units of keV cm−3×( l
20 kpc )−1/2) and entropy (in units of keV cm2 ×( l

20 kpc )1/3) with the Hα+[N II] contours
overlaid. The maps were obtained by fitting each region independently with a single temperature thermal model, yielding 1σ fractional uncertainties of
∼3–5 per cent in temperature, entropy and pressure. Point sources were excluded from the spectral analysis and therefore appear as white circles on the maps.

Fabian 2007; Sanders et al. 2008, 2010; Sanders, Fabian & Taylor
2009; de Plaa et al. 2010; Werner et al. 2011, 2010, 2013) indicates
the presence of cooling hot plasma distributed between the threads.
The hot plasma may be cooling both radiatively and by mixing with
the cold gas in the filaments. Part of the soft X-ray emission from

this cooling plasma gets absorbed by the cold gas in the strands
(Werner et al. 2013).

The velocities inferred from the [C II] line emission are consistent
with those measured from the Hα+[N II] lines by Caon, Macchetto
& Pastoriza (2000), indicating that the different observed gas phases
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Figure 4. Left-hand panels: maps of the integrated [C II] line flux in units of 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2 per 6 arcsec × 6 arcsec spaxel obtained with Herschel PACS for
NGC 4636, NGC 5044, NGC 5813 and NGC 5846. Central panels: the velocity distribution of the [C II] emitting gas, in units of km s−1, relative to the systemic
velocity of the host galaxy. Right-hand panels: map of the velocity dispersion, σ , of the [C II] emitting gas. Contours of the Hα+[N II] emission are overlaid.

Assuming the cold ∼100 K [C II] emitting gas is in thermal pres-
sure equilibrium with the surrounding hot X-ray emitting plasma,
it will presumably form filaments with densities ∼104 cm−3 and
small volume filling fractions. As discussed in Fabian et al. (2003,

2008, 2011) and Werner et al. (2013), the emission-line filaments are
likely to consist of many strands that have small volume filling frac-
tions but large area covering factors. The soft X-ray emission that is
always associated with filaments in cool-core clusters (Sanders &
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Hot gas properties

2300 N. Werner et al.

Figure 7. 2D maps of the hot gas pressure and entropy for the two galaxies with little or no [C II] emitting cold gas detected.

Table 5. Deprojected thermodynamic properties at r ∼ 0.5 kpc.

Galaxy ne kT Pe K tcool
(cm−3) (keV) (keV cm−3) (keV cm2) (107 yr)

NGC 1399 0.167 ± 0.005 0.950 ± 0.009 0.158 ± 0.005 3.14 ± 0.07 4.6
NGC 4472 0.154 ± 0.008 0.860 ± 0.012 0.132 ± 0.007 2.99 ± 0.12 4.3
NGC 4636 0.072 ± 0.001 0.535 ± 0.020 0.039 ± 0.001 3.11 ± 0.07 5.2
NGC 5044 0.068 ± 0.005 0.582 ± 0.037 0.039 ± 0.004 3.51 ± 0.27 5.9
NGC 5813 0.074 ± 0.003 0.616 ± 0.041 0.046 ± 0.005 3.50 ± 0.31 5.7
NGC 5846 0.076 ± 0.006 0.677 ± 0.033 0.052 ± 0.005 3.77 ± 0.26 6.2
NGC 6868 0.072 ± 0.002 0.768 ± 0.036 0.055 ± 0.003 4.45 ± 0.22 7.8

Figure 8. 0.5–2 keV Chandra images of the X-ray faintest galaxies in our
sample, NGC 6868 and NGC 7049, with the Hα+[N II] contours overlaid.
The statistical quality of the X-ray data does not allow us to produce 2D
maps of thermodynamic properties for these two systems.

form multiphase filaments where all the phases move together. The
velocity structure measured in NGC 6868 and NGC 7049 indicates
that the cold gas in these systems is distributed in large extended
rotating discs. Given the expected densities of the [C II] emitting
gas, its volume filling fraction must be low and the discs are also
likely to be formed from many small clouds, sheets and filaments.

The observed velocity dispersions of the [C II] emitting gas are
similar to the range of values measured from CO line widths and
using optical and near-infrared integral field spectroscopy of 2000–
10 000 K gas in the cooling cores of clusters (e.g. Edge 2001; Ogrean
et al. 2010; Oonk et al. 2010; Farage, McGregor & Dopita 2012;
Canning et al. 2013). Observations indicate that, due to their small
volume filling fraction and large area covering factors, filaments
may be blown about by the ambient hot gas, potentially serving
as good tracers of its motions (Fabian et al. 2003). The measured
velocity dispersions of the [C II] emitting gas, which reflect the range
of velocities of the many small gas clouds/filaments moving through
the galaxy, may therefore be indicative of the motions in the hot ISM.
They are in general consistent with the limits and measurements

Figure 9. Entropy profiles for a sample of morphologically relaxed giant
ellipticals (NGC 4472, NGC 1399, NGC 4649, NGC 1407, NGC 4261;
Werner et al. 2012), with no extended optical emission-line nebulae (in
black), and for five galaxies from our sample with [C II] emission indicating
the presence of reservoirs of cold gas (NGC 5044, NGC 5813, NGC 5846,
NGC 4636, NGC 6868 – in red). The entropy in galaxies containing cold
gas is systematically lower at r ! 1 kpc. The only exception is NGC 6868
the entropy profile of which follows that of the cold-gas-poor galaxies.

obtained through X-ray line broadening and resonant line scattering
observations with the Reflection Grating Spectrometers on XMM-
Newton (Werner et al. 2009; de Plaa et al. 2012; Sanders & Fabian
2013).

The MIR Spitzer spectra of all of our [C II] bright galaxies over-
lapping with the sample of Panuzzo et al. (2011) – NGC 4636,
NGC 5044, NGC 5813, NGC 5846, NGC 6868 – show the pres-
ence of dust, warm H2 molecular gas and for NGC 5044, NGC 6868
and NGC 4636 also polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) emis-
sion. Temi et al. (2007a) show that, for NGC 4472 and NGC 1399,
galaxies with little or no [C II] detected, the infrared spectral energy
distributions (SEDs) can be fully explained by circumstellar dust
in the context of a steady-state model of dust production in normal
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Cold gas poor

Cold gas rich

Cold gas poor - relaxed 
X-ray morphology - gas 
peak on AGN

Cold gas rich - disturbed 
X-ray morphology - gas 
peak off AGN

Outside of 1 kpc, the 
entropy of systems 
containing cold gas is 
lower

Werner et al. 2014
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2302 N. Werner et al.

emitting ∼0.5 keV gas (Sanders & Fabian 2007; Sanders et al.
2008, 2009, 2010; de Plaa et al. 2010; Werner et al. 2010, 2011,
2013), indicating that the cold gas must be related to the hot phase.
Furthermore, significant star formation and line emitting gas around
the central galaxy are only found in systems where the central
cooling time is short, or, equivalently, the central entropy is low
(Rafferty, McNamara & Nulsen 2008; Cavagnolo et al. 2008).

The parameter

!F = κT

nenH#(T )r2
, (2)

where κ is the thermal conductivity, T is the temperature, # is the
cooling function, and ne and nH are the electron and hydrogen num-
ber densities, respectively, is a measure of the ratio of the conductive
heating rate to the radiative cooling rate on scales comparable to r,
i.e. the ‘Field criterion’ for thermal instability (Field 1965). Fig. 10
shows the Field criterion, !F, as a function of the radius, where
the systems with substantial quantities of cold gas are plotted in
red. There is a clear dichotomy with the cold-gas-rich systems re-
maining unstable out to relatively large radii. This result strongly
indicates that the cold gas is produced chiefly by thermally unstable
cooling from the hot phase. A similar result was found for a sample
of central galaxies in more massive clusters by Voit et al. (2008),
who found minimum values of !F ! 5 in all systems with star
formation. Voit et al. (2008) argued that the effective conductivity
is suppressed by a factor of about 5 by magnetic fields, in which
case all of their systems with young stars are thermally unstable by
the Field criterion.

The Field criterion alone is insufficient to ensure that the gas is
thermally unstable. In a spherical atmosphere, the gas is supported
by buoyancy, so that an overdense blob tends to fall inwards on
the free-fall time-scale towards its equilibrium position where the
surrounding gas has the same specific entropy and requires the
same specific heating rate. This suppresses the growth of thermal
instability unless the cooling time is comparable to the free-fall
time or shorter (Cowie, Fabian & Nulsen 1980; Balbus & Soker
1989). Using numerical simulations, Sharma et al. (2012) found that
thermal instability is only significant when the cooling time is less
than ∼10 free-fall times (see also Gaspari, Ruszkowski & Sharma

Figure 10. The Field criterion, !F = κT/(nenH#(T)r2), as a function of
radius for the galaxies that display extended emission-line nebulae and
[C II] line emission (shown in red) and for a sample of arguably cold-gas-
poor systems (shown in black). The clear dichotomy, with the cold-gas-rich
systems being thermally unstable out to relatively large radii, indicates that
the cold gas originates from the cooling hot phase. The galaxy NGC 6868,
which shows evidence for a rotating disc of gas, is shown with a dashed line.

2012; Kunz et al. 2012; McCourt et al. 2012; Gaspari, Ruszkowski
& Oh 2013). However, this condition can be circumvented if an
overdense gas blob is prevented from falling to its equilibrium
position by the magnetic fields which pin the cloud to the ambient
ICM (Nulsen 1986), or by rotational support in addition to buoyancy.

If a cooling cloud has sufficient angular momentum that is re-
tained while it cools, it can cool unstably on to a non-radial orbit.
This provides an alternative condition for thermal instability, that
the viscous diffusion length in a cooling time,

√
νtc, where ν is the

kinematic viscosity and tc is the cooling time, must be smaller than
the size of a cloud. Analogous to the Field criterion, we define the
stability parameter

!v = νtc

r2
, (3)

which needs to be smaller than about unity for thermal instabil-
ity to develop on scales comparable to r. Viscous stresses in a
plasma (Braginskii 1965) are much less sensitive to the structure
of the magnetic field than conduction (e.g. Nulsen & McNamara
2013) and, although the stresses have a different tensor character
in magnetized and unmagnetized plasmas, the viscosity itself is the
same. Because the underlying process is diffusion controlled by
Coulomb collisions in both cases (electrons for !F and ions for
!v), the ratio of these two parameters is almost constant at !v/!F

≃ 0.0253. Numerical simulations are needed to determine a more
accurate stability threshold, but we expect that the viscous diffusion
length needs to be somewhat smaller than r for instability by this
mechanism. The condition !F < 5 translates to !v ! 0.13, or the
diffusion length in one cooling time being !0.36r. Although it is
unclear which stability threshold takes precedence, we conclude
that it is sufficient to test only one of these parameters, which we
take to be !F, for stability.

Our Herschel data reveal that in two galaxies, NGC 6868 and
NGC 7049, the cold gas forms rotating discs with radii r ∼ 3 kpc.
The discs of cold gas in these systems rotate with orbital velocities
of up to 250 km s−1. If this gas cooled from the hot phase, its
rotation implies that the hot atmospheres of these systems have
significant net angular momentum and the hot gas cools on to non-
radial orbits. In the case of NGC 6868, this angular momentum
may have been provided by gas sloshing indicated by the Chandra
data (Machacek et al. 2010). Because the atmosphere is aspherical,
heating originating from the centre of the galaxy cannot balance
the cooling rate locally throughout the atmosphere and so should
not be expected to stop hot gas from cooling on to an extended
disc. Because of this, and because rotational support prevents infall,
instabilities may develop more easily and the gas may become
thermally unstable at higher !F than in non-rotating systems. This
is consistent with our results presented in Fig. 10, where !F for
NGC 6868, shown with a dashed line, is higher than !F for the
other systems containing non-rotating cold gas. The Field criterion
still needs to be met, but the behaviour of the stability parameter in
NGC 6868 also indicates that the viscous stability criterion takes
precedence.

However, in the context of the radiative cooling model, the pres-
ence of dust and PAHs within the cold gas clouds (Panuzzo et al.
2011) is intriguing. It suggests that at least some of the cold material
originated from stellar mass loss (see also Donahue et al. 2011; Voit
& Donahue 2011, for galaxy clusters). Our understanding of dust
formation is, however, limited and it cannot be ruled out that dust
may somehow form within the cold gas clouds (Fabian, Johnstone
& Daines 1994). Recent Herschel observations suggest that in the
most massive galaxies, the dust mass is unconnected to the stellar

MNRAS 439, 2291–2306 (2014)
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Cold gas cools unstably from hot ICM
How is gas coupled?
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How is hot and cold gas coupled? Cold gas in giant ellipticals 2297

Figure 3. Jet powers (Allen et al. 2006; Shurkin et al. 2008; David et al.
2009; Randall et al. 2011) plotted against the spatially integrated [C II]
luminosity measured by Herschel PACS. Galaxies with little or no cold gas
are indicated in red. For the jet powers in NGC 5044 and NGC 5813 no
error bars were published (David et al. 2009; Randall et al. 2011).

indicated by the red data points, these ratios are smaller (see the
central panel of Fig. 2). The 70/24 µm infrared continuum ratio is
a good tracer of interstellar dust (Temi et al. 2007a).

Fig. 3 shows that the [C II] luminosities in systems with spatially
extended emission do not correlate with the jet powers determined
from the work required to inflate bubbles of relativistic plasma
associated with the cavities in the hot X-ray emitting atmospheres
of the galaxies listed in Table 1. In our relatively small sample, the
galaxies with little or no cold gas (indicated in red) have higher jet
powers than the systems with significant [C II] detections.

The central panels of Figs 4 and 5 show the velocity distributions
of the [C II] line emitting gas with respect to the velocities of the host
galaxies. In NGC 6868 and NGC 7049, the velocity distribution of
the [C II] emitting gas indicates that the cold gas forms a rotating
disc. This is consistent with the overall morphology of the optical
line emission nebulae. The velocity distribution of the [C II] emitting
gas in the other four systems with extended emission does not show
any coherent structure.

The projected velocity dispersions measured from the [C II]
lines along our line of sight are generally in the range between
100 and 200 km s−1, with the highest measured values reaching
∼280 km s−1.

Fig. 6 shows maps of the pressure and entropy in the hot X-ray
emitting intragroup/interstellar medium for the galaxies where the
cold gas has a filamentary morphology. In all of these systems, the
filaments are cospatial with the lowest entropy hot X-ray emitting
gas. They also appear to anticorrelate and interact with the AGN-
inflated bubbles of relativistic plasma, which provide significant
non-thermal pressure in the X-ray atmospheres of the galaxies and
therefore appear as regions of low projected X-ray pressure on our
maps. This is most clearly seen for the southwestern filament in
NGC 5813, which appears to be pushed aside by the large, older,
outer bubble. The inner portion of the filament also appears on the
side and partly on the top of the small, younger, inner southwest-
ern bubble that is currently being inflated in the core (for detailed

discussion on the bubbles, see Randall et al. 2011). Similar interac-
tion, with the filaments being pushed around by the bubbles, is seen
in NGC 5846 and NGC 4636, both of which show ‘cavities’ in the
Hα+[N II] images that coincide with pressure decrements in their
X-ray spectral maps. NGC 5044 shows a strongly disturbed mor-
phology due to both AGN activity and the intragroup medium slosh-
ing in the gravitational potential of the system (David et al. 2009,
2011; Gastaldello et al. 2009; O’Sullivan, David & Vrtilek 2013).

Fig. 7 shows the pressure and entropy maps for NGC 4472 and
NGC 1399 – systems with little or no cold and warm gas. Com-
pared to the systems with filamentary Hα nebulae, their thermody-
namic maps have relatively regular morphologies. These systems
are among the nearby giant ellipticals with the most relaxed X-ray
morphologies at small radii (Werner et al. 2012).

NGC 6868 and NGC 7049 do not have X-ray data with the quality
that would allow us to extract detailed maps of thermodynamic prop-
erties and in Fig. 8 we only show their X-ray images. The images
show extended X-ray haloes, cospatial with the Hα+[N II] emission,
surrounding the galaxies. The X-ray image of NGC 6868 shows a
relatively complex disturbed morphology (see also Machacek et al.
2010). The X-ray data of NGC 7049 are very shallow and only
allow us to detect the extended X-ray emission. Four galaxies –
NGC 5044, NGC 6868, NGC 7049 and NGC 5813 – have an X-ray
point source associated with the central AGN.

The deprojected central densities and pressures measured at
r = 0.5 kpc in the morphologically relaxed NGC 1399 and
NGC 4472 appear significantly higher than in the other, more dis-
turbed, [C II] bright systems (see Table 5). All [C II] bright galaxies
appear to have similar central densities and pressures. The entropies
at r = 0.5 kpc span a small range of 3.0–4.5 keV cm2 and the central
cooling times are 4–8 × 107 yr. At radii r ! 1 kpc, the entropies of
the galaxies containing cold gas (except NGC 6868) are systemati-
cally lower than those of NGC 1399 and NGC 4472 (see Fig. 9). The
measured relatively low central densities and pressures of the mor-
phologically disturbed systems may partly be due to the additional
non-thermal pressure support in the central regions of the these sys-
tems. However, we also suspect a bias due to departures from spher-
ical symmetry. Due to the non-uniform surface brightness within
the circular annuli used in the deprojection analysis, densities in the
outer shells may be somewhat overestimated, leading to underesti-
mated central densities. For the morphologically disturbed systems,
we repeated the deprojection analysis using wedges and found that
despite the systematic uncertainties, at radii r ! 1 kpc, the diff-
erence in the shapes of the profiles shown in Fig. 9 remains robust.

4 D ISCUSSION

4.1 Properties of the cold ISM

The observed high [C II] luminosities indicate the presence of large
reservoirs of cold gas. Cold gas is evidently prevalent in massive
giant elliptical galaxies with spatially extended Hα+[N II] nebulae,
even though their stellar populations are old and appear red and
dead (Annibali et al. 2007). NGC 5044 has previously also been
detected in the CO(2–1) line with the 30 m IRAM telescope with
a total flux of 6.6 × 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2 (Lim & Combes, private
communication). Assuming a CO(2–1) to CO(1–0) ratio of 0.8, we
obtain a [C II] λ158 µm over CO(1–0) flux ratio of 3817, which is
within the range of the ratios (1500–6300) observed in normal and
star-forming galaxies and in Galactic molecular clouds (Crawford
et al. 1985; Stacey et al. 1991).

MNRAS 439, 2291–2306 (2014)
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1. Relaxed -> dense X-ray gas
Stable if cavity power = X-ray luminosity
If gas is disturbed -> Jets shut off
Energy input decreases -> Gas becomes unstable and cools
Eventually system relaxes and jets switch on
-> AGN strongly coupled to hot gas - potentially stable for long periods in cold-
gas-poor phase

How is hot and cold gas coupled?
Two scenarios:

2. Disturbed system -> Aids cooling
AGN has more cold dense fuel -> Strong jets
Jets clear out cold gas -> Jets at larger radius so energy deposited farther from BH
Hot gas able to cool again
-> AGN strongly coupled to cold gas - but must see intermediate states
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Interplay of cold and hot gas in Early-Type Galaxies

1. Does cold gas cool from the X-ray 
gas?

2. Is the rate at which gas cools 
affected by the dynamics of the hot 
gas?

3. How is the AGN fed?

4. At what mass does the radio-mode 
feedback cycle break?

Initial SOFIA proposal: 6 new systems traced in [C II]
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1. X-ray observations of the gaseous halos of ETGs holds 
information about their evolution.

2. Massive galaxies can be cold and cool gas rich, yet still 
lack star formation, and this gas likely originates from the 
hot gas.

3. Hot gas may be important in feeding the AGN and is 
fundamental to the feedback cycle.

Thanks!


